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DYNAMIC LANE BALANCER
Infeed optimisation to help meet
your packout goals faster

Improve fruit distribution and increase throughput by
approximately 10%*
*average number achieved during testing; results will vary depending on infeed, packhouse layout and type of fruit

TOMRA Fresh Food works with the worlds’ leading citrus packhouses.

We deliver unrivalled performance in terms of speed, handling,
blemish detection and sorting accuracy.

www.compacsort.com
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MESSAGE FROM THE CEO

New ways
to move
forward

More than 330 delegates attended the 2022 Citrus Technical Forum on the Sunshine Coast, Qld, in March.

I’m probably not alone in thinking it can sometimes feel
like one step forward, two steps back, in our industry.
We saw great reward for effort and
impressive expansion of our industry in
the years before Covid.
Since the pandemic, labour issues,
supply chain problems, and now
attacks by unions, resulting in changes
to the Horticulture Award, have caused
further hardship to industry.
Citrus Australia is your clear voice to
government, representing our members
and the wider industry, reminding them
the impact their decisions have on
businesses, and what is needed to ease
the pressure Covid continues to have
on industry.
And it’s not just politicians we lobby,
we’re speaking with government
departments too, so it was rewarding
to hear that India and Australia have
reached an interim outcome in free
trade agreement negotiations, which
will see tariffs on Australian citrus
exports reduced by 50%.
The interim agreement, which when
enacted will allow the entry of 13,700
tonnes of Australian citrus into India at
a reduced tariff of 15 percent, comes
as a result of our advocacy over many
years, and importantly at the crucial
time we were prepared with a position
for the negotiators to work with.
Negotiations for the Australia-India
Comprehensive Economic Cooperation
Agreement have been underway since
2011.
We hope that the implementation date
of the new agreement could be as soon
as July, which would benefit the 2022
season.
Under the unique terms of this
agreement, discussions between the
two countries will continue later this
year.
We will use that opportunity to
advocate for improved import
conditions that benefit for Australian
citrus growers and Indian consumers.
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The announcement coincides with a
renewed effort by Citrus Australia to
increase exports to the sub-continent,
and you can read more about that on
page 5.
It’s also been pleasing to see an
increase in exports to Korea last year
with a positive outlook ahead.
The Korean market is showing strong
demand for Australian fruit, with
pricing expected to be in the vicinity of
China.
The Korean market is sensitive to
common citrus pests such as red scale
and mealy bug, so growers will need to
be diligent and control these and other
pests.
However, there will be good reward for
effort. Korea has long been a market
that was overshadowed by China and
now there’s opportunity to build loyal
customers.
To keep abreast of all market
information, keep an eye on our
communication channels. You’ll also
be able to keep an ear out, as we have
just released our brand new monthly
podcast, The Full Bottle.
Available wherever you get your
podcasts, you’ll be full bottle on news,
latest research and other industry
yarns.
Lastly, Citrus Australia is aware of the
rising costs of audits for food safety
and we’re working on a solution
to make a meaningful reduction to
these costs. The importance of food
safety can’t be understated, but we’re
determined to ease the cost burden
growers are now facing at audit time.
Sincerely,

Thank you and
welcome to our
new members
GROWER MEMBERS
Ashmara Pty Ltd
KW Southern Properties Pty Ltd
Valentina Caamano
Superior Production
Akuna Holdings Pty Ltd
Green Valley Limes
Inform Ag Pty Ltd
Trimboli Farming Unit Trust
Decentralised Demountables Pty Ltd
T/A Bellevue Estate (NSW)
Killala Creek Citrus
Warby Range Citrus Carola Grove
Big River Plantation
AFFILIATE MEMBERS
Agri Technovation Proprietary Ltd
Agri Workforce Solutions Pty Ltd
John Bean Technologies Australia Ltd
Riverina IPM Pty Ltd
CropX Technologies Ltd
Swan Hill Chemicals Pty Ltd
ABC Software Ltd
WL Crop Monitoring Services Pty Ltd
VicChem
Fruitmentor Inc
A MacGregor Horticultural and
Viticultural Services
China Marketing Solutions Pty Ltd
Tridge Co Ltd
Mainfreight Air & Ocean Pty Ltd
Voita International Produce

NATHAN HANCOCK
Chief Executive Officer
Citrus Australia

Citrus Australia will use a $485,711
grant from the Federal Government
to increase export opportunities to
India for Australian growers, through
targeted development of the Indian
market.
Under the project, Citrus Australia aims to
assist industry to develop a market for class-1
fruit, including navel oranges, and Afourer and
Murcott mandarins, seeking to develop premium
returns to Australian growers.
The project has three pillars, firstly starting with
market familiarisation, which includes a visit
to the country in July to see firsthand how the
supply chain works, and who are the industry's
major players.
The second is building relationships where
importers will be brought to Australia to witness
how the fruit is produced, and the third pillar
is activity in the market, involving speaking at
conferences and attending large-scale trade
shows.
Citrus Australia CEO Nathan Hancock said there
are considerable challenges to increasing exports
to India so dedicated resources are required to
gain a better understanding of the market and
build and maintain relationships.
“The Australian citrus industry has been
successful on the back of free trade agreements,”
Nathan said.
“Where we have had our biggest successes is
where we have spent time building relationships,
spending time understanding our partners'
needs and the challenges they see and having
them visit the farms and packing sheds in
Australia to get an appreciation of our industry
and the people behind the produce.”
Citrus Australia has appointed Claire Fitchett
as a Market Development Manager to lead the
project.

NEWS

Funding
to boost
expansion
efforts in
India

“We have a
premium product
marketed at a higher
price point, and our job
is to find those niche
opportunities, using a
targeted approach.”
- Claire Fitchett

In the last decade, Claire has worked for Apple
and Pear Australia Ltd as market development
manager before moving to Australia’s largest
pome and stone fruit marketer (Montague) as
International Strategy Manager.
"If you look at population alone, 20 per cent of
the world’s population are in the India subcontinent region, but we are not looking to
market to the masses,” Claire said.
“We have a premium product marketed at a
higher price point, and our job is to find those
niche opportunities, using a targeted approach.
“There are opportunities for incremental
increases in a range of markets, but India really
represents that step-change opportunity in the
next decade. India also has the ability to take
a range of grades and sizes, which is a huge
benefit for us."
Claire said that while India presents a lot of
opportunities, it is not without a number of
challenges.
"We know it is a price-driven market, and they
are buying at a certain price-point, so we have
to trade the market up to a first-grade premium
product.
“Our mission will be to help fast track industry’s
understanding of the market, who the players
are that can take premium produce at a price
point.
“Who has the channels, the modern retail
platforms, the access to online customers and
the cold chain logistics to back it all up?
“We know industry is busy working in today’s
market selling today’s fruit, our role is to forge
ahead and prepare industry for future
markets.”
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TECH FORUM

Software to help with piece
rate changes
Far North Queensland grower, Wim Van Niekerk of Widem Farming, shared his experience
with ABC Software at the Citrus Technical Forum, and how it could provide a solution for
growers unsure how to move forward this season with changes to managing piece rate.

As of April 28, seasonal workers must
be paid a minimum of $25.41 per
hour, which is minimum wage ($20.33
p/h) plus 25 per cent for casual work
loading.
Workers can still be paid by piece rate.
Essentially, employers must establish a
piece that will enable workers to earn
at least 15 per cent more per hour than
the new hourly rate.
Growers are also required to keep a
record of the hours worked by the
piece worker along with the rate
applied to the hours worked.
So not only do growers have to keep
track of how many hours an employee
works whilst in the paddock, they also
have the added problem of how to
keep their workers productive if they’re
no longer paying for productivity.

KEEPING TRACK
Citrus businesses across Australia are
utilizing different methods, and there
are several software providers that
believe their products will help. There
are no silver bullets and not every

potential solution will assist every farm,
but there are existing and evolving
options.
Wim addressed delegates on his
experience of using ABC Software –
which he said can record an individual
worker’s hourly rate, as well as their
units picked; convert piece rate to
hourly rate and record the ‘top up’
rate to show which workers are least
efficient.
The software shows growers piece rate
costs and the top up costs where the
piece rate payments fall short of the
required hourly rate.
How the ABC System works:
• You set up a minimum wage in the
system, for eg. $25.74
• You then set up a piece rate, for eg.
$2 per unit picked
• You scan the workers’ units as the
day progresses
• At the end of the day the system
then calculates Units Picked x $2 per
unit. It compares that with the price
for hours worked and if the hours

worked x $25.71 is more than Units
Picked x $2 it gives that worker a
TOP UP to meet the minimum rate
(see example pay slip, page 7).
The ABC software does not require an
internet connection – the information
obtained in the orchard is downloaded
back in the office. Breaks are
automatically calculated and there is
an optional productivity bonus tool
to incentivise and reward the top
performers.

KEEPING PRODUCTIVE
Wim started using the ABC software
three years ago.
“We can do any work on the farm from
de-suckering in the morning at an
hourly wage to picking lemons in the
afternoon, and piece rate until the rain
comes.
“Then when the trees are wet, going
back and doing something else at that
hourly rate again.”
When Wim began farming in Australia,
he was shocked at the cost of labour
compared to his home, South Africa.

www.nu-edge.com.au
STEFAN BEKKER 0429 924 190 ∙ MORNE LAKER 0457 856 760 ∙ CRAIG DAVISON 0447 684 886
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Units picked
Worker A

Worker A:
ABC ‘payslip’

Cost per unit

Total
$200

100

$2

Hours worked

Min Wage

Total

8 hours

$25.71 p/h

$205.68

Piece rate ($2 x 100 Units)

$200

Top Up

$5.68

Total Daily Wage

$205.68

“I couldn’t believe it. A day’s pay in Australia was a month’s worth of
wage for those people working at home. We tried to figure out with
people getting paid so much, how do we get them to be productive?”
Wim said ensuring workers are productive will become even
more critical under the piece rate changes, as workers now know
employers must pay them a minimum wage.

TECH FORUM

Example

“What we found with the ABC reports, which is on the cloud and
is directly available in the paddock or from the computer in the
morning, we print it and it’s a bit of ‘seeing is believing’.
“You can show these workers exactly what they’ve done, how
much they’ve earned, what their friends have done and they
realise they got so close to making extra money.
“The productivity the day after goes through the roof,”
Wim said.
Widem Farming has seen costs fall 20 per cent and
productivity rise 20 per cent since implementing this
method of motivation.
“It’s just unbelievable and I think that’s a pretty
good bar to compete with the world out there,
especially when it comes to exports.”

Wim Van Niekerk
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Fertiliser supply chain pressures
means growers must adapt
Campbells Fertilisers Australasia National Sales and Marketing Manager, Scott Matthews, provided insight
on fertiliser supply chain issues and global trends at the Citrus Technical Forum 2022.
Scott used the toilet paper shortages in
Australia during lockdown as a real-life
example of how buying behaviours and
patterns can create supply challenges
to industry.
“There was never a toilet paper
production shortage but all of a
sudden, for some reason, Covid caused
massive need for toilet paper, more
than any person could use in a year.
And we have seen this same trend
reflected within our industry,” Scott
said.
Scott said the entire industry operates
on forecasts, whether it’s bulk fertiliser
or containerised fertiliser importers.
“Those forecasts are formulated around
grower requirements or past history
and cater for historical purchasing
patterns from growers.
“Some of the recent changes we’ve
seen in the purchasing bubble could
be temporary and that may all go back
to normal, or it could be permanent,
where people are buying larger parcels
less regularly.”

These changes can cause panic
buying, speculation and generalisation
in the market, and just like the toilet
paper shortage, some growers may
be left without stock, while others
choose to manage risk and cover their
requirements for an extended period
compared to their usual purchasing
practice.

1. MANUFACTURE

The supply chain is exactly like a chain,
where if one linkage breaks, it can
impact everything in the supply chain
beyond that breakage.

“But one of the biggest and most
significant impacts is gas prices, which
are significantly up even more so since
Russia invaded the Ukraine.

“Within that supply chain, what are the
major factors that will impact you?”

“60-70 per cent of the production cost
of ammonium nitrate is directly linked
to gas pricing.

Scott said the top five major factors
impacting the supply chain currently
are:
•
•
•
•
•

Manufacture
Supply
Sea freight
Demand
Price

Scott Matthews answers the BIG Questions:
Q.

When will it end?

A.

There are multiple factors supporting continued price increases and/or
supply restrictions impacting most fertiliser lines.

Q.

When will shipping improve?

A.

We have no realistic expectation for any major improvement in 2022.

Q.

When will pricing return to ‘normal’?

A.

The variability that exists at the moment supports no return to “normal”
pricing levels, in fact it may be a new normal once the market settles.

Q.

When will China and Russa re-enter the market?

A.

For obvious reasons, Russia is out and this will remain so indefinitely.
China originally suggested that supply may return to the market in
March, but it is now more likely to be June/July in some form.

Q.

Could this get worse?

A.

With so many factors supporting supply and price challenges, the
situation could realistically get worse before improving. Ensuring supply
will be critical.
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The price of raw ingredients has
increased as availability has gone down.
Geopolitical restrictions caused by the
Russian invasion of Ukraine and China
trade restrictions, electricity prices, and
labour shortages all lead to production
output being down.

“This goes into the formulation of many
other fertilisers, so that has a direct
impact on the supply chain.”

2. SUPPLY
“Restricted production from major raw
material manufacturers and increased
production costs has led to supply
challenges, which is likely to continue.
“Combine this with a major challenge
that the majority of synthetic
(inorganic) fertiliser supplied within
Australia is all imported.”

3. SEA FREIGHT
“Whilst being in the land down under
offered a lot of advantages when it
came to Covid, it did not offer the same
advantages around sea freight.
“Re-prioritisation of vessels to more
profitable shipping routes has seen a
dramatic decline in available shipping
to Australia compared to pre-Covid
levels.”

4. DEMAND:
“We all assume that higher prices
soften demand. That’s the way it
normally works, but it doesn’t always.
“Global demand is currently up, while
locally, Australian demand is also up,
especially for nitrogen and potassium.

TECH FORUM

“We have seen growers in a good
financial position, consider their risk
management and look to secure supply,
especially in late 2021, which pushed up
demand and constrained supply.”

“As a grower, it’s all about your risk
management and balancing the supply
risk with price.

Grower risk management should be a
balance between supply and price but
may be like looking into a crystal ball.

“As an industry, we recommend you
should:

5. PRICE

• review your fertiliser usage and look
further forward to secure local and
imported supply, potentially out to 6
months,

“If anyone tells you they can be more
accurate than that, especially beyond
three months, then unfortunately
they’re not telling the truth.”

With Australia only representing 1-3 per
cent of total global fertiliser usage, one
thing is certain, and that is we cannot
control price, Scott said.

• be well planned,

As an Industry with a perennial crop,
it’s important to balance the higher
prices with potential supply constraints,
ensuring the nutritional requirements of
the tree are met.

• be flexible around product choice, or
even pack size,

“As a general comment, most fertiliser
importers are always reviewing their
risk management profiles.

• consider your risk management
(how much do you need to purchase
now?),

“It was more common to carry excess
stock, luxury stock, because the cost of
holding that stock was relatively low.
“But in 2008, pricing increased to
record levels, followed by 2009 where
pricing fell dramatically and equally as
fast.

• consider your nutrient application
strategy, as not every product line
will be tight,

• speak to your local fertiliser
suppliers.”
Scott said forecasting for fertiliser
importers this year will be
unpredictable.

“This caused many importers in the
market to review their risk and move
stock imports to a lower overlap time
of stock on arrival, and towards a just in
time model on some lines.”
In the current market of less regular
supply and unpredictable sales this
trend could reasonably be expected to
grow.
Scott said growers and industry need
to look at what they can and can’t
control.
“As a grower, you can’t control price,
but what goes up must come down.
“Pricing will come down eventually, but
to what level, and over what period, is
uncertain.”
Scott said the downward trend in
pricing, when it eventually occurs, is
likely to be slower than in 2009 but
growers should not forgo crucial supply
at the expense of current price levels.
“We believe you have more potential
to make money out of using fertiliser,
rather than trying to predict the peak
of the market.”
Scott said there will be availability
challenges and shortages across
different products at variable times,
throughout different regions, impacting
most importers in the near future.

Scott Matthews,
Campbells Fertiliser Australasia
ISSUE 1 2022
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Food for thought
Rabobank Senior Analyst Michael Harvey investigated
global food markets to see whether Australia was
back on track.

Michael Harvey

Key points
§ Russia-Ukraine conflict
impacts fertiliser costs
§ Inflationary pressure
driving up costs
§ How will consumers react
in each market?

“But the impacts extend to energy
markets, particularly oil and natural
gas.”

“But there are some economies in the
Asia Pacific regions that are still dealing
with a fairly large Omicron wave.

Meanwhile, Michael said fertilizer
markets have responded to these
events in Russia and the Ukraine.
Higher energy prices for oil and natural
gas drive up production costs. It is also
now more difficult to access fertilizer
products from the region.

“That’s after a huge impact on the food
and beverage markets following the
Delta wave last year so we’re just still
watching how the food markets are
impacted by that Omicron wave.”

Michael said it doesn’t stop there.
Michael is part of a global network
of analysts that cover food and
agricultural markets at Rabobank in
Australia.
In his presentation, Michael covered
the situation in Europe affecting food
and agricultural markets, explaining the
impacts of conflict are multilayered.
“The direct impacts are being felt
across grains and oilseeds markets
given the importance Russia and
Ukraine play in global production and
trade.
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“The indirect impacts spill over
into the financial markets, currency
markets, and of course the broader
macroeconomic settings in the region.
“Overall, it will add inflationary pressure
to the global food system.”
Michael told conference delegates that
consecutive waves of Covid - the initial
wave was followed by the Delta strain,
and then Omicron at the time of the
Forum - proved disruptive.
“The Australian food market is still in a
pretty good place in terms of capacity
limits and restrictions on movements
and so our food market is really back to
pre-pandemic levels.

At the time of the Forum in March,
Omicron numbers were coming down
quickly, but Michael said the path to
food market recovery, although still
happening, is not linear.
“The global economic recovery has lost
momentum and more risks are yet to
come.”
With Omicron still affecting parts of the
globe, supply chain risks are inevitably
likely to continue into the year 2022,
despite Australia’s recovery.
“One of the other key things is really
around inflation in the global economy.
“It’s a major issue for a lot of
governments around the world but
when you look at it through the lens of
food inflation it’s clearly having a huge
impact on the food system.”

TECH FORUM

Inflation is rampant across the food
system in raw materials, energy, labour,
distribution, packing and Covid-related
costs.
“As high prices are passed through to
the consumer, what’s the response to
that?
“In some markets it won’t mean so
much, in others it might mean some
discrepancy spending shifts.”
Michael said the consumer response
to inflation and cost of living pressures
will be a key to watch for 2022.
“We’ve just got a little bit of volatility
and uncertainty in food markets and
a little bit of uncertainty about what
happens in Europe.

Inflation is rampant
across the food system in
raw materials, energy,
labour, distribution,
packing and Covid-related
costs.

“But for producers and citrus growers
here in Australia the key message from
my end is unfortunately around ongoing supply chain challenges for the
industry to navigate and some margin
pressure on-farm coming through
in terms of high fertiliser prices and
higher costs.”

HORTICULTURE

FRESH

AUSTRALIA
“working with
Australian Growers”

ISSUE 1 2022
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JOIN US
TODAY
WE INVITE ALL GROWERS TO JOIN AS MEMBERS
Taking a grower membership enables Citrus
Australia to provide strong representation
to all three levels of government on issues
including labour, market access, water and
biosecurity. Member input helps Citrus
Australia shape levy-funded research to
ensure it remains relevant to your business
requirements.

Citrus Australia membership and policy officer
Kerry Thompson (left) and CEO Nathan Hancock.

MEMBERS ALSO RECEIVE THE FOLLOWING BENEFITS:

Nominate to represent
your fellow growers on the
Citrus Australia Board

Unlock the members
section of the Citrus
Australia website

Represent industry on
our committees

Get your special invitation
to Citrus Australia
meetings and events

Access reports on
weekly shipping and
wholesale prices of
citrus in China

For more information visit www.citrusaustralia.com.au,
call (03) 5023 6333 or email office@citrusaustralia.com.au

Gain discounts on
KCT applications
and Forum tickets

Access the Juice, the
monthly member only
newsletter that benefits
your business

TECH FORUM

Will the shipping squeeze ease?

Port of Melbourne’s Head of Business
Development, Leatrice Treharne,
provided Tech Forum delegates her
predictions for shipping and supply
chains in 2022.
“The current supply chain challenges
in 2022, with high freight rates,
congestion and vessel bunching, have
all continued as volumes remain high,”
Leatrice said.
The Omicron wave significantly
impacted labour availability at port
terminals, transport operations,
warehouses and container parks,
adding to landside congestion and
a further tightening of equipment
availability.
“Looking ahead, we would hope to
see stabilisation of the global shipping
market in the next 12 months.”
Leatrice said with a gradual shift from
working at home back to the office,
and borders opening up for travel, we
may see a reverse shift in spending
from goods to services.
“When it comes to the supply chain we
expect to continue to feel inflationary
pressures over the next 12-24 months
with rising labour, fuel and other input
costs.

MAXIMUM MARKET
ACCESS AND FOOD
SAFETY WITH
OUR NO RESIDUE
PRODUCT RANGE.

Key points

“When demand does come off then
freight rates may start to come down
and some of the current pressures may
begin to ease.

§ Watch on China’s Covid
stance
§ Freight rates may ease at
end of year

“Some reports are anticipating this
towards the end of 2022.”
“Over the longer term we’ll continue
to experience the lagged effects
of upstream cost increases while
monitoring geopolitical tensions and
their impact on the Australian trade
environment.”
China remains a market to monitor
with their heavy stance on Covid, with
lockdowns impacting supply chains
and port congestion, magnifying
bottlenecks across key global ports
heavily reliant on China trade.
“We will see the impacts of this coming
through the system for most of this
year.”
Leatrice said to manage uncertainty
in the upcoming season it is crucial to
communicate and continue to engage
with logistics providers and shipping
lines.
“Forward planning, preparing for
schedule changes and staying
aware of information sources like
1-stop connections, which
is used by shipping lines,
forwarders and terminals,
will assist to mitigate supply
chain risks.”
Leatrice Treharne

Vicchem offers an established range of No and Ultra Low Residue pest control and growth
regulator options uniquely suited to Integrated Pest Management, while still providing
maximum market access for producers and the highest food safety for consumers.
When used correctly our softer and sustainable chemistries provide adequate control of a
range of pests while protecting the environment and natural or introduced predators.
Talk to your nearest reseller or Vicchem Territory manager today!
CAUTION

CAUTION

READ SAFETY DIRECTIONS
BEFORE OPENING OR USING

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
READ SAFETY DIRECTIONS
BEFORE OPENING OR USING

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
READ SAFETY DIRECTIONS
BEFORE OPENING OR USING

VICOL
SUMMER OIL

TRUMP

†

For the control of insect pests on
broadacre crops, fruit trees,
vegetables, nut crops and nurseries
as per the directions for use table.

A narrow range emulsifiable paraffinic oil for the
management of pests as per directions for use
IMPORTANT: Read the attached leaflet before use.

919101F-1

918501F-1

ACTIVE CONSTITUENTS:
285 g/L Potassium Salts of Fatty Acids

UNSULPHONATED RESIDUE NOT LESS THAN 98.0%

For the Control of Scale Insects on Citrus, Mites
on Pome and Stone Fruit Trees, and Cercospora,
Cordana, Leaf Spots, Leaf Speckle on Bananas,
and for use as a Spreader.

Hasten improves your spray results by;
• increasing penetration through waxy cuticles
• increasing wetting and spreading of spray droplets
• reducing spray droplet evaporation rates

†

SOAP INSECTICIDE

ACTIVE CONSTITUENT:
830 g / L PARAFFINIC OIL

ACTIVE CONSTITUENT:
825g/L PETROLEUM OIL

An esterified oil based product with non-ionic
surfactants to assist the effectiveness of Herbicides and
other Agricultural Chemicals.

HITMAN

†

SPRAY OIL

INSECTICIDE

ACTIVE CONSTITUENT:
704 g/L Ethyl and Methyl Esters of Canola Oil Fatty Acids
With 196 g/L Non-ionic Surfactants

www.vicchem.com
PH: 03 9301 7000

“While volumes remain high, freight
rates will remain high, and congestion
will continue.

§ Covid disrupts supply
chain

919531F-1

Fresh fruit exports through Port of
Melbourne have grown over the past
five years with a compound annual
growth rate of 5.2 per cent.

Leatrice said the supply chain has been
significantly impacted due to Covid
with high volumes.

919121F-1

Port of Melbourne is Australia’s
largest container and general
cargo port for moving goods
into and out of South-Eastern
Australia.
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Mandarins
fuel southern
hemisphere
export growth
Citrus exports have grown
31 per cent from the southern
hemisphere, with the largest
increase in mandarins and
clementines.
Southern Hemisphere Association of
Fresh Fruit Exporters President Charif
Christian Carajal provided an update on
southern hemisphere (SH) trade at the
Citrus Technical Forum via video.
He said oranges represent the largest
volume of SH citrus exports at 44 per
cent, yet saw the least growth with 15
per cent between 2016 and 2020.
“In terms of volume, if we compare
2016 and the 2020 season, the largest
increase which we have seen is in
mandarins and clementines which grew
in terms of volume by approximately 71
per cent.”
Mandarins and clementines represent
24 per cent of SH exports in volume,
meanwhile lemons represent 25 per
cent and grew 36 per cent.
Grapefruit represents just 7 per cent of
SH citrus exports by volume and grew
21 per cent between 2016 and 2020.

14 | Australian Citrus News

Christian Carajal addresses Tech Forum delegates.

“The major citrus market exporters
from the SH include South Africa with
55 per cent, Chile with 12 per cent, and
Australia with 11 per cent.”
Main markets which have seen
significant increases in imports of citrus
from the region include the United
States (83 per cent), China (82 per
cent) and Portugal (65 per cent).
“It should be noted that Portugal is
actually a marketplace where the fruit
is redistributed to other major markets
across Europe.
“It should be noted as well that quite
possibly, given the fact that Russia has
been a major market for citrus exports
in the region, it may be affected given
the current situation and the potential
extension of sanctions on imports of
foreign goods.
“But we would have to wait and see on
the further developments in regard to
this particular market.”
The largest main exporters of oranges
is South Africa at 69 per cent, Australia
at 19 per cent and Chile at 7 per cent.
China was the only main destination to
see a decrease. Imports to China fell by
4 percent.

“Citrus exports to China from 2016 to
2021 in value and in volume peaked in
2019 and decreased in 2020 and 2021.
“We’ve seen a decrease however
in most markets within Europe
possibly due to local stocks and local
production, and we’ve seen also a
reduction in exports to traditional reexport hubs in the Middle East such as
the United Arab Emirates and Saudi
Arabia.
“Possibly because of the increase in
direct exports of lemons to different
markets within the Middle Eastern
region.”
SH mandarin exports from 2017 to
2020 grew 57 per cent dominated by
South Africa and Chile, both of which
represent 75 per cent.
“Growth markets included Bangladesh,
USA and the United Arab Emirates
which represent 35 per cent.
“In general, we see that in terms
of mandarins most export markets
have registered increases except for
Thailand.”
Citrus Australia is a member of SHAFFE.

TECH FORUM

Early season
forecasts from
competing nations
Drought and water shortages have
affected crops in some southern
hemisphere countries, but South
Africa is currently predicted to record
a higher crop this year, according to
Southern Hemisphere Association
of Fresh Fruit Exporters (SHAFFE)
President Charif Christian Carajal.

In Chile, water shortages have and will
continue to affect crop evolution.

amount of produce sent to overseas
markets, although no quality or
plant health problems have been
registered.
He described the season in Chile,
which exports 12 per cent of fruit
from the SH, as challenging.

Christian shared southern
hemisphere (SH) citrus export
season forecasts at the Citrus
Technical Forum.

“Water shortages have and will
continue to affect crop evolution,
as have increased production and
logistical costs to send produce to
market.”

“In Argentina, drought has affected
and will continue to affect the
evolution of plantation.”

Peru, which exports nine per cent of
citrus, is expected to export similar
volumes to 2022.

Argentina exports eight per cent
of citrus from the SH, compared to
Australia’s 11 per cent.

“The presence of ‘La Nina’ did not
affect the development of the crop
during spring and summer, and
availability of water was good,”
Christian said.

“In the northeast of the country there
have been important fire incidents
that has damaged some crops.
This will affect the volumes to be
harvested.”
Christian said a rise in logistics
costs in Argentina will influence the

“The Satsuma season started in early
March and the late mandarins are
developing as expected. Diseases
such as Cladosporium have been
controlled.”

The southern hemisphere’s main
exporter, South Africa, which exports
55 per cent, is experiencing a good
growing season with “generally good
climatic conditions and good quality
fruit”.
“Increased freight costs, possible
port disruptions and phytosanitary
issue with the Europe (False Coddle
Moth) could pose some threats to
the season.
“Currently expectations are for a
higher production crop – although it
is still unclear how much of this will
finally be exported.”
In Uruguay, Christian said climate
conditions have been very difficult
with very high temperatures during
the whole summer.
“It has been more than 40 degrees in
the major citrus area and there has
also been a significant drought.
“Quality is very good now with no
quarantine issues but logistic issues
pose one of the main challenges.”

The Red
Copper
Fungicide

Telephone 07 4639 2009

Email sales@tanuki.com.au

tanuki.com.au
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HALL OF FAME - RUSSELL WITCOMBE

Russell’s respect for
staff underpins growth
of MFC
Russell Witcombe is best known for his service to industry as the
Managing Director of Mildura Fruit Company, paving a path for the
future of packing sheds in Australia, and influencing high standards
and savvy business decisions across the industry.

In 1997, Sun Garden Packers merged
with the Mildura Co-operative Fruit
Company to form a joint venture
citrus packing and marketing business,
Mildura Fruit Company. Russell was
appointed the Managing Director and
MFC was opened by the then Premier
of Victoria, Jeff Kennett
This merger resulted in the MFC
achieving one of the lowest cost citrus
packing operations in the Southern
Hemisphere and it did this with high
quality packouts.
In his time, Russell grew the grower
base from 30 growers to 150 including
20 key suppliers, pulling fruit from a
500 km radius.
MFC became the largest packer/
exporter of Australian citrus in Australia
and Russell commenced restructuring
of MFC into Operations, Grower
Services, Marketing and Finance/
Administration.
Russell became a revered figure in
the citrus industry of Australia whose
management style empowered and
invigorated staff at every level.
He was integral in setting up
postharvest processes, MFC grower
protocol, plastic bins, decay control and
delivery of all fruit into MFC 24 hours
from harvest.

Russell Witcombe with his former MFC colleagues after receiving his Hall of Fame award at the
Citrus Technical Forum Dinner.

He is known for his loyalty to
staff, presence, community spirit,
forethought, and financial acumen.
Russell’s core beliefs: communication,
trust, and a strong relationship with
growers and buyers are embedded in
MFC’s success. The financial viability
of MFC, its growers and customers are
testament to the leadership of Russell
Witcombe.
On accepting the award, Russell said
MFC “doesn’t now and didn’t then have
a single citrus tree so the company was
entirely dependent on the loyal support
of citrus growers”.
“It never ceased to amaze me that
you would turn up for work and there
would be a line of semi-trailers waiting
to be unloaded, citrus being supplied
by growers.
“MFC, this award, wouldn’t be a success
without the loyal support of citrus
growers.”
16 | Australian Citrus News

In August 1988, Russell joined Red
Cliff’s McLaren Management and Sun
Garden Cooperative Sales as Marketing
Manager.
That same year Mildura Co-operative
Fruit Company built a large new
packing facility in Mildura and
consolidated all other packing
operations.
Early in 1990, Sun Garden Packers
relocated to Walnut Avenue, Mildura
where Russell became General Manager
with an initial export focus for the
Japan market.
Russell remembers a severe freeze
through the Californian navel harvest
in 1991 that forced South-East Asia
importers to find supply through
Australian Valencia oranges. This
opened doors for future exports to the
market.

He was a highly skilled negotiator and
communicator with growers, staff,
customers and suppliers. These skills
helped him developed the financial
argument for the Riversun USA
program to progress from charter
vessels to refrigerated containers.
He participated in industry trips and
instigated the biennial MFC citrus
grower trips to the USA, Spain and
Asia, exposing growers to marketing,
cultural practices, varieties and
technical knowledge.
These trips helped to develop new
Australian citrus export markets in
China, Thailand, South Korea and
Taiwan, travelling with Australian Citrus
Growers representatives including Mark
Chown and Kevin Cock.
Russell retired in 2011 but certainly
not without leaving his mark on
the Australian citrus industry. On
completion of Russell’s tenure, MFC
packed close to three million cartons
per season.
Russell always had the best interests
of the citrus industry at heart and
believed MFC’s success was a key to
the health of the entire Australian citrus
industry.
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HALL OF FAME - ROBERT LOCHERT

Robert’s passion for
industry and business
still strong
Robert Lochert has committed a lifetime to the Australian citrus
industry with over 60 years of service, including 57 years as the head
of SA packer/exporter, Lochert Bros.

operations. Emil lived behind the
packhouse and came into the office
every day.
From 1978 to 1999 the business
doubled every seven years. Much
work was done to build knowledge
internationally of the exceptional
quality of Australian citrus and finding
market opportunities throughout
Southeast Asia, which led to the
Riversun exports programs.
Lochert Bros were at the leading edge
of individual packers taking control
of their own marketing and exports,
including being a driving force behind
the introduction of inhouse inspections.
Lochert Bros became the first
packhouse in Australia to obtain
a Certificate of Assurance for the
Export of Citrus to non-Phytosanitary
Countries overseas without having
AQIS Inspection. They continued to
reach firsts in the Australian citrus
industry with packhouse technology
over generations.
In 1971, Robert also entered the juice
market with the same drive and passion
he showed the packing and marketing
business, building the Crusta brand to
one of the most recognised brands in
the country, through his commitment
to quality and product innovation.

Robert Lochert with his wife Sandra and son Peter after receiving his Hall of Fame award.

His passion for his work has not waned.
He continues to oversee every facet of
Lochert Bros business, on a daily basis,
and remains as passionate and vocal as
ever on every issue the citrus industry
faces, proven by his decision to return
to the juice industry through buying
back the former Crusta plant in 2018.
It was noted that every day he still
checks all the locks to the Packing
Shed Office and Juice Factory twice
both inside and out.
On accepting his Hall of Fame award,
Robert noted: “I’ve always said, the
main thing about having a successful
business is having great staff.
“I’ve never really been a citrus grower
and the early days of my being a citrus
packer I didn’t own one orange tree.
We have always been packers for other
growers.

“In the early days one of my growers
said to me ‘oh you must get really
frustrated about signing all these big
cheques for growers’ and I said ‘you’re
wrong there. There’s nothing that gives
me more pleasure than signing a big
cheque for a grower because I know
how hard you work for your industry,
to make a living and as far as I’m
concerned, the bigger cheque we can
write for you the better’.”
Lochert Bros Pty Ltd began in early
1940 during World War 2 by Robert’s
father, Emil Lochert as a fruit packer
and merchant business.
Robert worked in his father’s business
from the age of 15 until 1961, when
Robert and his brother John purchased
the business.

He would go on to battle head buyers
in every major supermarket to the point
that Crusta went national in the chilled
Juice segment. Robert is credited for
building the Crusta brand to one of the
most recognised brands in the country,
through his commitment to quality and
product innovation.
Robert thrived on international travel
and developed very strong business
relationships and friendships over many
years with regular business trips to
drum up more sales for citrus.
It was revealed on one particular trip,
Robert sang “I did it my way” in a
karaoke bar. This remains his theme
song today.
Robert continues to look to the future
through exploring new markets as
access and viability challenges become
apparent.
“There are certainly some challenges
on the horizon, but I’m a super optimist
and I hope that there’s good times
ahead.”

In the early days, the Lochert business
was very hands on, with three brothers
John, Robert and Russell overseeing
ISSUE 1 2022
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EMERGING LEADER AWARD - ANDREW PERGOLITI

Setting the pace on farm and off
Western Australian grower Andrew Pergoliti was awarded the inaugural Emerging Leader award at the
Citrus Technical Forum. The award recognises the next generation of growers demonstrating leadership on
farm through best practice, and off farm through their contribution to the wider industry.

Andrew Pergoliti with his daughter, Alyssa.

“There are numerous people in the
industry that I look up to and that have
helped guide me through my citrus
journey,” Andrew said.
“As I continue in this industry, I only
hope that I can have the same impact
on the next generation.”
Forty years ago, Italian immigrants
Steve and Pina Pergoliti planted their
first citrus trees in Western Australia.
Andrew was born that same month.
When Andrew started working on the
farm, it comprised 10 hectares, but in
just 23 years with the support of his
parents, Andrew has turned the family
farm into a progressive business. The
original trees planted by Carl are still in
production and there is now 80ha of
citrus and a packing line.
Andrew has been successful in
obtaining two Coles Nurture Fund
grants in 2015 and 2020.
18 | Australian Citrus News

Coles have supported the business with
grants to plant new varieties for the
WA market and it’s not uncommon to
see Andrew in Coles stores adorning
the placards promoting citrus.

While steadily tackling the tension
during the steep growth phase of an
owner operated business Andrew has
still found time to contribute to the
wider industry.

Harvey Citrus have extended their
citrus season by planting a various
range of citrus to offer almost all year
round. From early mandarins and
early oranges to now having seedless
lemons, limes, red grapefruit, early/mid/
late mandarins, early and late oranges,
seedless Valencias, ornamental fruit
(Buddhas Hand).

Andrew has been on committees and
groups from the first year he came to
work in the family business, including
WA Fruit Growers, WA Improvement
Group, Agricultural Produce
Commission Citrus and recently WA
Citrus.

In a process of continuous
improvement to the business, Andrew
has implemented the latest grading and
storage technologies in their pack shed,
dipped a toe in the export market and
installed cloud-based irrigation control,
bee exclusion netting, and seedless
varieties in the orchard.

He is active in his contribution to
industry - whether in R&D, hosting field
events, and participating in packer and
export groups, east coast tours and
forums - and his work is appreciated
and valued by other growers in WA.

TECH FORUM

SERVICE TO INDUSTRY AWARD - JOHN OWEN-TURNER

Queensland’s quiet achiever
There is perhaps not many who deserve as much recognition for their service to
industry as John Owen-Turner, unless you asked him.

John’s hard work and commitment to
the Queensland industry, his knowledge
and experience, his dedication to make
a difference to industry, and his humble
attitude saw him receive a standing
ovation from Queensland citrus
growers when accepting the award.
“It’s an embarrassing thing to have to
accept this award because I’ve been
paid by several governments to do
exactly what I like to do,” John humbly
said.
“This award to me, it really is a
tribute to all those people who were
instrumental in getting through all the
projects that we had.”
John has performed important roles
for industry, not solely in the role
many know him for as a departmental
extension officer based in Gayndah for
many years.
He had an intimate knowledge of every
property and applied much effort into
maintaining one-on-one relationships
with every citrus grower in Queensland.
But before joining the citrus industry,
with a diploma from Gatton College,
John travelled back to his birthplace,
Papua New Guinea where he worked
for eleven years as the last ‘diplomat
employed by the Department of
Horticultural Branches’, as it was known
back then.
On returning to Australia, he applied
for a job at the Department of Primary
Industries’ Horticulture branch in 1971
as an extension officer.
John spent 6-7 years in Nambour as an
extension officer. There were 27 fruit
crops and as many or more vegetable
crops where John gained a wide range
of experience.
In 1979 John’s director announced they
needed an officer in Gayndah, and told
John, ‘You’re it’.
John reflects on it as being the best
thing that happened to him for his
horticultural career.
John just about had a hand in every

John Owen-Turner

project and was active in many citrus
committees in Queensland.

new cool rooms which doubled as degreening rooms.

John worked as a Cit-group
Coordinator and organised events right
through Queensland - everywhere
from Mareeba, down to Gayndah and
Mundubbera.

John was heavily involved with the
export of citrus to Japan, where he
spent years on determining, with
Pathologist Pat Barkley, the best
treatments to minimise Black Spot
expression in Valencia and navels for
export to Japan.

John was the Secretary for the
Queensland Citrus Improvement
Scheme (QCIS) for 10 years where he
was instrumental. The group produced
seed and budwood and supplied them
to citrus nurseries across the state.
John made sure the voluntary, notfor-profit organization ran a pretty
tight show and was active in getting
growers to join. He was very passionate
in making sure that the organisation
produced long-term benefits.
John was significantly involved with
postharvest practices and monitoring
in the packing sheds. He calibrated
every de-greening room in the Burnett
and added the required equipment to

John co-authored five Queensland
Department of Primary Industry
books including ‘Growing Citrus in
Queensland’ in 1995 and a contributor
to NSW’s Sandra Hardy produced
‘Australian Mandarin Production
Manual’.
He was also a major contributor to the
Agrilink Citrus Information Kit and its
upgrades.
After retiring as an extension officer,
John then took on the role of IDO
visiting all areas of Queensland, and
supported growers in QLD during the
2013 floods.
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SERVICE TO INDUSTRY AWARDS

Chris Johnston

Harsh Vala

Dr Chris Johnston is well regarded within the Australian citrus industry, not
just for his active engagement in the research and deployment of new grading
technologies.

The harder you work, the luckier you
get, and so it seems to be the case
for Harsh Vala. A year after joining the
Australian Government Department of
Agriculture and Water Resources as a
Research Scientist/Plant Pathologist in
Darwin, Harsh detected citrus canker in
a retail nursery while he was off-duty in
April 2018.

His colleagues and customers know him as someone who goes above and
beyond, often supporting customers in ways that don’t necessarily fall into his
role.
Chris received the Service to Industry award for his advances in grading
technology.

“I’d like to thank all of our customers who have generously given fruit for testing,
customers who have allowed testing on-site giving their time, knowledge and
feedback to me over the years,” Chris said when accepting his award.

Harsh joined the Northern Australia
Quarantine Strategy (or NAQS) which
aims to protect our animal and plantbased production industries from
incursions of exotic biosecurity threats
from countries that lie immediately
to the north. It has been in operation
for over 30 years. Harsh reflects that
joining NAQS is a key moment in his
career and said it’s been the best place
for him.

“I look forward to continuing to work within the citrus industry to ensure that
gains and quality and packing efficiency increase over time, and allowing growers
and packers to drive the most value from their fruit.”

In one year, Harsh had already gained
a reputation for having a sharp eye for
plant disease symptoms.

He has been integral to developing technology that allows citrus packers to
efficiently grade and sort their fruit as per their individual specifications. It has
seen a significant reduction in manual grading labour, improved packouts and
consistent accuracy of grading across the world.
Chris continues to develop citrus specific grading capability, including clear
rot detection and Albedo algorithm development and deployment. His work
continues to benefit the industry across the world.

Conducting plant disease surveys
across much of the NT, northern
Western Australia and spending a large
chunk of time in Timor Leste where
Citrus Canker is already established,
Harsh gained the experience he needed
in familiarizing himself with pest and
disease.
Combined with Harsh’s keen observant
eye and an attitude of ‘even though it
is the weekend, and I am shopping, I
am never really off duty’ the outcome is
not surprising.
Harsh’s excellent awareness of citrus
canker made him more than an asset
to industry and holds a strong message
for biosecurity awareness. He was
conscious enough to be observant and
it proved vital to our eradication of
citrus canker.

“I look forward to continuing to work within
the citrus industry to ensure that gains and
quality and packing efficiency increase over
time" - Chris Johnston

Chris Johnston

20 | Australian Citrus News
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Jobs Jobs Jobs
Looking for work? MADEC Harvest

Trail Services can help you ﬁnd the right
role in harvest and horticultural jobs – call
us now! Did you know you could access up
to $6k back if you temporarily relocate for
Agriculture work? Ask us about AgMove

03 5033 0025
03 5051 8080
harvestswanhill@madec.edu.au harvestrobinvale@madec.edu.au
22 | Australian Citrus News

Need Horticultural or Harvest workers?
We ﬁnd workers for your jobs! Reimbursements for eligible Agriculture
We are Federally funded under the
Harvest Trail program. MADEC will
provide workers with a legal right to
work in Australia - We do your VEVO
checks for you and Facilitate AgMove

Work - Ask us about AgMove - and WHS
inductions are undertaken and Crop
Speciﬁc inductions are available, all at
No cost to Employers or Workers

03 5022 1797
08 8586 1900
harvestmildura@madec.edu.au harvestrenmark@madec.edu.au
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Official Dinner and Industry Awards Night.
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Trivor

®

Beauty that’s more
than skin deep.

Trivor sets a new benchmark
for the management of
key insect pests in citrus,

• Protects fruit quality and marketable yield from damage
• Rapid knockdown control and extended residual protection

including scales, mealybugs,

• Two modes of action (Group 4A/7C) for superior efficacy
and resistance management

Light brown apple moth,

• Highly compatible with other insecticides and fungicides

Kelly’s citrus thrips & fruit flies*

Scan here for
more information

• An ideal rotation partner for existing chemistry

INSECTICIDE
*Refer to registered label. ®Registered trademarks of an ADAMA Agricultural Solutions Company.
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THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS
CITRUS
FUND

Some photos courtesy GF&V magazine.
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PAID ADVERTORIAL

NEW ADDITION TO THE
SILVAN SUPAFLO RANGE

Silvan has also taken the opportunity to
introduce a 1000mm fan on all Radak
conveyors for greater performance.
This is a further response to customer
needs and understanding the
challenges they face in managing pests
and disease.

Silvan Australia has released the latest addition to its Supaflo orchard and
vineyard sprayer range with the high capacity 5000L Supaflo now available.

Silvan Australia’s spraying specialist
David Carr says that the introduction of
the new 5000L Supaflo is designed to
help growers further improve efficiency
in their spraying operations.

With increasing demand from
customers for greater tank volumes
to minimise the downtime associated
with tank filling, Silvan has introduced
the 5000L Supaflo which is available
with either the Powerhead conveyor
for medium trees or its patented Radak
conveyor for tall trees.

Key features of the 5000L Supaflo are
a fully galvanised steel chassis, choice
of Comet diaphragm pumps depending
on the application, suspension axle with
flotation tyres and electric controls
with in-cab pressure adjustment.
Options include Bravo 180S spray rate
controller, dual spray lines for greater
droplet size control and the SCRAM Jet
or AVO Jet auxiliary spray units that are
designed for spraying very tall trees in
conjunction with the Radak conveyor.

“In developing the 5000L Supaflo we
have taken on board feedback from
orchard owners and managers across
Australia.
“Everyone in the field is driven by
improving efficiency and productivity
across their entire operation and we
believe that the Silvan 5000L Supaflo
and new 1000mm Radak fan have the
potential to meet today’s demands
for efficient and high quality orchard
production” Mr Carr says.

For more information:
see www.silvan.com.au email
info@silvanaust.com or call
1300 SILVAN (1300 745 826) for full
technical specifications.

Developed by Silvan Australia in conjunction with
leading orchard owners, managers and spraying
contractors the new 5000L Supaflo offers significant
benefits in efficiency and spray coverage

NEW ADDITION TO
THE SUPAFLO FAMILY
5000 litre Supaflo now available
with 1000mm Radak fan.
The Radak’s patented air volute design
maximises the use of the airflow generated by the
1000mm fan, the Radak ensures thorough coverage
of the targeted canopy by directing airflow into the
foliage from above using the top wings and
underneath via the bottom wings.
FEATURES:
• High capacity 5000L tank
• Patented Radak conveyor
• New 1000mm fan

CALL 1300 SILVAN (745 826) OR VISIT silvan.com.au FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO FIND YOUR NEAREST DEALER

Australian Citrus News_500L Supaflo ad 190 x 80mm_2022_v1.indd 1
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The Spraying Specialists
11/3/2022 10:26 am

Ash Towie inspecting his soil.

Rethinking chemical
usage and nutrition

MANAGEMENT

Lemon harvest at Twin Lake Holdings, WA.

Twin Lake Holdings is a fourth-generation family-operated farm
located in the Southern Forests region of Western Australia.
In 2016 owner Brad Ipsen hired Ash
Towie as a manager to establish a
commercial citrus orchard.
Ash was flying helicopters on a
station in the Pilbara at the time but
had fifteen years of experience in
establishment and management in the
viticulture industry.
“It doesn’t matter what kind of crop it
is, it’s still the same sort of principals,”
Ash said.
“This methodology is my ideas that I’ve
bought forward from the viticulture
days where I’ve set up vineyards.”
Ash said there is a large focus on
preparation when establishing new
trees. Their planting process is
underpinned by ‘measuring twice,
planting once’.
“What we do is we use a GPS with a
base station, and we mark our rows just
by scratching it with a GPS and auto
steer on the tractor.
“We put the ripper on once the rows
are marked and then we deep rip.”
Ash said deep ripping shatters
open the earth which is particularly
important on virgin paddocks or soils
where the ground has a certain degree
of compaction.

“I think the deep ripping part allows
the roots to get a really good hold, and
good establishment early to spread
those roots out so they can go and find
whatever they need.”
Ash said they rip anywhere from
600mm to a metre before they add
fertiliser, and most importanly, biochar.
“You’ve got the marking out process,
you’ve got the ripping process, you’ve
got the fertilizing process and then
you’ve got the mounding process.”
Ash said the point of the mounding
process isn’t to create an aggressively
high mound for the trees.
“Really the role of the actual mounder
is to close the hole in and fold that
nice topsoil back onto the top of the
planting area, then we run a rotary hoe
over the top.
“After that’s done, we get the GPS out
again and we scratch light marks on
the soil surface and that is where we
plant our tree.
“We dig all the holes by hand with a
shovel because the soil is so loose it’s
really easy to dig.”
Ash said the last planting they did only
took their workers two days to plant
four hectares by hand.
Continued page 28
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Ash believes soil health is the future of the citrus
industry and uses a combination of traditional
methods and new technology in his orchard.

Continued from page 27

“We then individually water all trees
directly after planting.
“Timing is critical whilst there is still
adequate soil moisture to give them the
best start.”
Twin Lake Holdings is on unique soil
called Karri and Marri loams and is
under a deep clay layer, unusual for
commercial citrus orchards.
“It’s quite an alluvial soil so to speak
and they’re really red soils.
“They’re not quite phosphorous
deficient but what happens is the
phosphorus gets locked up in those
soils, so our phosphorus requirements
are all put through in the fertigation.”
Karri soils are famous for growing the
largest eucalyptus trees in Australia,
the Karri tree.
“If the largest eucalypt tree in Australia
grows in it, that says it all to me really.
“It doesn’t matter what you put in
there, it really does jump out.”
Ash believes soil health is the future
of the citrus industry and uses a
combination of traditional methods and
new technology in his orchard.
“We have included mulching and
composting into a block that has had
some immediate benefits which could
be a way forward giving the rising
costs of herbicides and fertilizer.
“The old thought process - the bare
earth method where everything
is sprayed out - leaves the earth
compacted and residues can build up. I
don’t think it’s healthy for the soil to be
exposed like that.”
Ash is also trialing biostimulants,
botanicals and amino acid type
formulations and will closely measure
their performance against traditional
methods.
“Australia has one of the cleanest
pristine environments in the world
which should reflect in our produce
that we grow and sell.”
Ash said he’s reduced costs by
reducing his herbicide spraying
by almost half on the block he has
mulched, and the trees are still looking
“really good”.
“I’m confident there’ll be a generational
shift in agriculture and horticulture
ways of thinking in terms of chemical
usage and nutritional requirement
alternatives.”

Ash and his young trees.
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“I think everyone who plants a new
orchard whether it be citrus, avocados…
you’ve got to be careful you don’t
overwater them." - Ash Towie

Young trees.

Twin Lake Holdings now has a total of
25 hectares of citrus after planting 14
hectares of lemons and one hectare of
limes in 2017.

The oranges and limes are on a
C35 rootstock, the lemons on a Cox
rootstock and the grapefruit on a
Swingle rootstock.

This gradually grew with six hectares
of oranges planted in 2019 and four
hectares of grapefruit in 2021.

With a total of 25 years’ experience in
growing young fruit, Ash has two big
management tips.

In 2022 the property plans to have new
plantings of limes.

“I think everyone who plants a new
orchard whether it be citrus, avocados…
you’ve got to be careful you don’t
overwater them.

Ash said they like growing seedless
varieties for their consumers such as
Eureka seedless lemons, Midknight
seedless oranges, Star Ruby grapefruit
and Tahitian limes.

Ash also said to always source trees
from accredited nurseries and ensure
all trees are treated before entering
your property. He said it has been a
problem in the past.
Lastly, Ash advised there’s no set way
in management, but always monitor
and measure what you do.

“You want the roots to grow out and
explore and get the tree going so it’s a
process of wetting and drying.”

YOU DESERVE
THE BEST
BEHIND YOU.
Australian farmers are recognised as being amongst the
very best in the world. It’s not surprising then, that they
insist on the best when it comes to the performance and
reliability of the equipment they invest in.
For over 50 years, Croplands has been partnering with
Australian growers to bring out the very best in their
operations. It’s time to invest in Croplands because what
you put behind you determines what lies ahead.

croplands.com.au
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Darryl and Cameron Brander.

Trees thriving
under new
netting
Darryl Brander established Boongala Nurseries almost 30
years ago when he heard a story on the radio that the wine
industry was about to have its boom.
Taking his chance, he leased land from
his father to start his nursery and
began selling vines in the early 1990s.
“We started just as a vine nursery back
then, really small, and as we went on
we just sort of got bigger and bigger
and began growing our first citrus trees
in 2002.

Darryl says there’s definitely been 25 to
35 per cent more growth on the trees
since the netting went up in October
2020.

Darryl says there’s
definitely been 25 to 35
per cent more growth on
the trees since the netting
went up in October, 2020.

“It’s probably the best strike I’ve
ever had as far as propagating the
rootstocks.

“It’s just such a good environment for
plants in general. They all just grow so
well under it.”

“We ended up selling all of those that
year so began growing more to the
point we’re at now, selling around
150,000 trees a year.”

“You know we normally might get 75
to 80 per cent strike and I think we’ve
ended up with over 90 per cent of
the rootstocks we planted and they’re
growing nicely.”

Darryl says he’s seen the wine industry
boom and bust, and boom again in the
past 30 years and looking at the citrus
industry he is optimistic.

In 2020, Darryl invested in new hail
netting that surrounds his entire
nursery from Green Life Structures in
Ballina, NSW.

The netting cost “45 to 55 thousand
dollars a hectare” but Darryl said the
pay back for him is going to be fairly
quick.

“The two years before we purchased
the netting, there was the worst wind
I’ve ever seen and I just thought to get
better trees for the growers I would just
bite the bullet and do it.”

The netting provides hail protection but
it also has the added benefit of wind
and some sun protection, creating a
humid environment that allows plants
to thrive.
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“I think we’re in for some good times
ahead.”

MANAGEMENT

Fulfilling dream

by returning to
the land
Cameron Brander has taken the next
step in his citrus dream by purchasing
an orchard in southern NSW.
Cameron has spent the past seven
years working with his dad at Boongala
Nurseries at Sturts Billabong, north of
Wentworth, NSW, providing quality
budwood.
Cameron completed his apprenticeship
in engineering and was working as a
boiler maker locally before joining his
dad in the family business.
“I always wanted to come back to the
property.
“I just enjoy working here and the
lifestyle and the industry.”

Despite this, Cameron said it’s totally
different between the two properties.

M7’s and Afourer mandarins planted,
Cameron is familiarising himself with
the new orchard.
“Hopefully I can develop up what I can
next year, and I’ll probably just leave
it at that for a while and see what
happens to get it growing.

When their closest citrus growing
neighbor announced his retirement,
Cameron couldn’t say no to the
opportunity.
“I thought I’d take my own step and
start my own business and property.”
With 34 hectares of Daisies,
Washingtons, Late Lanes, Navelinas,

Darryl and Cameron Brander.

“When the time comes, I might be able
to find a bit of property somewhere
else to continue.”
The orchard is located inside a curve of
the Darling River across the road from
Boongala Nurseries.

“I’ve got a bit of white river sand and also
clay down there, and Dad’s just got red
sand.”
Cameron and Darryl said they’d still help
each other on both businesses and are
focusing on growing quality citrus for the
upcoming year.
“It’s a bit of a learning curve to learn how
to irrigate enough in the clay soils but
we’ll keep working on it.”

It’s in our nature
GRAPES

ALMONDS

OLIVES

CITRUS

AVOCADO

VINE ORDERS FOR 2022 CLOSING SOON
TISSUE CULTURE
ROOTSTOCKS
AVAILABLE
ALMONDS, WALNUTS,
STONEFRUIT,
CHERRIES,
APPLES, CITRUS

ALSO SUPPLY
BERRIES, STONEFRUIT,
CHERRIES & PISTACHIOS

ALL ORDERS & ENQUIRIES
149 Newton Avenue, Irymple | E sales.au@agromillora.com
W www.agromillora.com/en/ PH 0400 959 006
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Orchard-Rite Frost Fans
More Proof, Less Talk
Best dB Level, Best Airflow,
Best Thrust & Best Momentum
Do You Want the Best?

Our Data is Independently Tested & Verified

dB Level
M2600

58 dB

M2430

49 dB

4-Blade

51 dB

5-Blade

50 dB

The measured sound level from the frost fan at 300 meters*

* At standard engine operating RPMs

AIR FLOW
M2600

15% Increase Over M2430

M2430

15% Increase Over 4-Blade

4-Blade

14% Increase Over 5-Blade

5-Blade

THRUST
M2600

33% Increase Over M2430

M2430

9% Increase Over 4-Blade

4-Blade

30% Increase Over 5-Blade

5-Blade

WIND MOMENTUM
M2600

33% Increase Over M2430

M2430

9% Increase Over 4-Blade

4-Blade

30% Increase Over 5-Blade

5-Blade

In Bunbury Western Australia
Darren Pulford: 0417 929 487

In Bundaberg Queensland
Chris Tramacchi: 0428 512 383

VIC - Andrew (AJ) Jolley: 0428 839 182
SA - Joe Gallo: 0400 225 810

BIOSECURITY

Understanding pathways of spread
to improve exotic pest surveillance
The Industry Biosecurity Plan for citrus identifies several exotic pest species that would be particularly
damaging to grower businesses should they enter and establish in Australia.
They are the Xylella fastidiosa
bacterium and its vector, the glassywinged sharpshooter (Homalodisca
vitripennis), the Asian citrus psyllid
(Diaphorina citri), the African
citrus psyllid (Trioza erytreae), and
huánglóngbìng disease.
Part of the risk assessment that results
in species being included in the plan
is consideration of ‘spread pathways’.
These are the likely ways by which each
species could reach Australia.
For instance, some families of insect,
such as noctuid moths, are particularly
adept at migrating long distances (over
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hundreds or even 1,000 kilometres) if
synoptic conditions permit. It is this
scenario that resulted in spread of the
agricultural pest, fall armyworm, to
Australia in 2019.

Identifying and understanding exotic
pest spread pathways is a crucial
part of designing robust surveillance
activities to aid in early detection of a
species.

Other pests, like the brown
marmorated stink bug (Halyomorpha
halys) are termed ‘hitchhiker pests’.
This bug will aggregate and hibernate
in break-bulk cargo and shipping
containers in large numbers during the
northern hemisphere winter, resulting in
interceptions of the bug in sea freight
at Australian ports during springautumn.

In the case of citrus industry exotic
pest threats, targeted early detection
surveillance is organised and
enacted by biosecurity agencies in
all governments (federal, state and
territory), and through the industry
biosecurity program, CitrusWatch.
Risk-based, effective surveillance
strategies are becoming increasingly
important in a world where the risks

Data from Europe has shown that
the establishment of exotic insects
(in Europe at least) has increased
exponentially since the beginning of
the 20th century.
Other studies have shown that
if current trends continue, many
important agricultural nations could be
saturated with pest species within the
coming decades.
At a domestic level, pressure on
biosecurity agencies to intercept
exotic species is increasing. By 2021,
annual Australian border interceptions
of exotic species were in excess of
30,000.
During the period of 2012-2017, the
annual number of interceptions of
biosecurity risk materials at Australian
ports of entry increased by almost 50
per cent.

HOW DO EXOTIC SPECIES SPREAD?
While natural pathways of spread (e.g.
wind or long range flight) are certainly
a factor in spread, global movement
is very strongly influenced by, and
connected to human activity.
One scientific study attributes
acceleration in the global spread of
invasive insects as primarily (>90 per
cent) due to accidental introductions
related to human activities and the
exponential increase in worldwide
trade in ornamental plants, and
there is evidence that the number
of exotic species in a region or
country is strongly related to levels of
international trade carried out by that
country.
While planes are the major mode of
passenger transport globally, shipping
is the major contributor to global trade,
and hitchhiker pest species that can
travel in containers or on cargo are a
growing concern as global sea freight
volumes grow.
In 2001, a survey conducted on the
surfaces of 3001 empty shipping
containers entering Australia found that
39 per cent of the containers carried
live and dead insects.
An analysis of over 116,000 empty sea
containers arriving in New Zealand over
2011-2016 showed that one in 10 was
contaminated on external surfaces.
The level of port of entry (border)
surveillance necessary to keep

Adult citrus long-horned beetle.

Pest pathways in perspective
In addition to natural spread pathways through
Northern Australia from Indonesia and Papua
New Guinea, potential pest pathways to Australia
include millions of incoming air and sea freight
containers and contents, mail items and inbound
passengers annually.

BIOSECURITY

from exotic species are growing.
Research is revealing that many
invasive insects are becoming global
issues much more rapidly than before.

According to the DAWE Annual Report for 201819, the volume of people, mail and cargo entering
Australia was expected to nearly double from
2015 to 2030 (prior to the COVID-19 pandemic).
Shipping containers are a particularly highvolume pathway. Around 90% of world trade is
carried by sea today and, globally, around 527
million sea container trips are made each year.
From 2010 to 2017 over 21 million containers
arrived in Australia, with Sydney and Melbourne
receiving over 72% of container arrivals.

Australia’s risk to acceptable limits is considerable and
growing.
During 2018-19 border biosecurity officers were under such
pressure from stink bug interceptions that staff on other
surveillance programs were redeployed to aid in monitoring,
potentially leaving Australia’s borders exposed to border
breaches from other species.
While air freight contributes to a small fraction of trade in
comparison to shipping, it still poses a risk.
Cargo on airplanes can be a particularly effective pathway
for exotic species as these shipments have the shortest travel
times relative to distance travelled, increasing the likelihood of
pest species surviving a journey.
In addition, air passengers and their baggage is another
important spread pathway – between 1984-2000, 73 per
cent of pest interceptions at US ports of entry occurred at
airports rather than seaports, and twice as many pests were
associated with passenger baggage rather than cargo.

SPREAD OF CITRUS PESTS
The citrus leafminer (Phyllocnistis citrella) provides a good
example of a highly invasive species that now has a near
global presence. With origins in Southeast Asia, detections
elsewhere began in the 1990s.
Continued page 36
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Continued from page 35

First detections were made in Florida,
and within 20 years this species had
been found in citrus production zones
worldwide.
While spread pathways for the citrus
leafminer have been speculative,
interceptions on horticultural stock,
including on ornamental plants, and
of larvae in fruit peel are indicative of
likely mechanisms of spread.
In another example of successful
spread, the citrus longhorn beetle
(Anoplophora chinensis), which is
native to Eastern Asia, was introduced
to Europe in solid wood packing
material in 2001 and it has since spread
to ten European countries.
A detection of the beetle in
Washington State, US, was also made
during this same period. In this latter
case the pathway of spread was via a
Japanese maple bonsai imported from
Korea.
In mainland Europe, the African citrus
psyllid – vector of the citrus pathogen,
Liberibacter africanus – was recorded
for first time in 2014, specifically on
the Iberian Peninsula, in Spain and
Portugal. DNA analysis has indicated
that European populations of this
psyllid originated in Madeira, and
before that, Southern Africa.
Since importation of citrus plant
species from non-European countries
is prohibited in the European Union
and considering that African citrus
psyllid feeds on other plants apart from
citrus species, it has been suggested
that European incursions of the psyllid
may have come from commercial
trade or transportation by travellers of
non-citrus ornamental species of the
Rutaceae family.

What the history books show us
Historical examples emphasise the impact that socioeconomics can have
on species movement and invasion. High invasion rates have previously
resulted from large-scale, acute movement of people or trade. For
instance, a large invasion of Maritime Pine Blast Scale (Matsucoccus
feytaudi) into South Eastern France was most likely caused by higher
movements of wood during World War II.
Successful entry and establishment of an exotic pest species may also
result from very few individuals if conditions suit. For example, entry of
just one mated Asian hornet female (Vespa velutina nigrithorax) initiated
its recent colonization of Western Europe.

Transportation of illegal budwood or
ornamental plants is a major risk in
relation to exotic psyllid spread.
Psyllid nymphs and adults are
extremely small and are not easily
detectable in low numbers.
Detection of the Asian citrus psyllid in
Israel was reported in January 2022,
with the Israeli Ministry of Agriculture
and Rural Development suggesting
the psyllid was transported into the
country on illegally imported kaffir lime
leaves or other citrus cuttings.

THE RISK OF NON-COMPLIANCE
In Australia, non-compliance of sea and
air passengers is a growing concern.
According to a recent Auditor General
report, in the first nine months of
2019-20, 38,200 travellers who entered
Australia by air were estimated to
carry undetected high risk biosecurity
material. In 2018, biosecurity officers
intercepted more than 350,000 items
of biosecurity concern.
As reported by the Department
of Agriculture, Water and the
Environment (DAWE), in 2017 there
were 16,460 citrus interceptions across
Australia’s international airports, mail
centres and seaports (this equated
to approximately 5.5 per cent of all
biosecurity interceptions for that year).
In February 2019, a biosecurity detector
dog found almost 8kg of nashi pear,
2kg of oranges, 325g of chicken meat
and more than 2kg of pork products
hidden within a passenger's luggage
upon entering Sydney Airport.

Citrus long-horned beetle damage.

A year earlier, an air passenger
travelling through Brisbane airport tried
to smuggle citrus budwood into the
country in the inner tubing of a tyre.
Upon testing, the cutting was found to
carry huánglóngbìng.

To learn more about exotic pest surveillance in the citrus industry, visit the biosecurity page on
the Citrus Australia website. If you would like to get involved in CitrusWatch surveillance activities,
contact Jessica Lye at Jessica.lye@citrusaustralia.com.au
For references to information contained in this article, contact Jessica Lye, Citrus Biosecurity Manager.
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This citrus disease is a high priority
plant disease, which is not found
in Australia. This disease had been
responsible for a 74 per cent reduction
in production of oranges for processing
in the US and impacts on US citrus
industries continue to be felt. Under
current Australian legislation, penalties
for the illegal importation of plants can
include fines of up to $420,000 and/or
up to 10 years’ imprisonment.

THE IMPORTANCE OF EARLY
DETECTION
Current levels of invasion are likely to
be underestimated and it has been
suggested by researchers that a
greater level of exotic species invasion
worldwide would be revealed if
surveillance was improved.
Successful containment or eradication
of new incursions is strongly reliant
on early detection when the pest
population is small, confined and not
well established.
Therefore, intercepting species at the
border or very soon after a species has
crossed the border is a major focus of
biosecurity surveillance activities. In the
next Australian Citrus News magazine,
we will discuss how exotic citrus pest
species are detected, and how we
can maximise our chances of early
detection.
Pathway analysis is a crucial part of
ensuring that exotic pest surveillance
is directed at the most likely areas
of entry and establishment. The
CitrusWatch team includes research
scientists from Cesar Australia, who
are assessing pathway types (e.g.
passengers, cargo) as well as entry
and establishment risk for Asian citrus
psyllid. This will help us improve the
rigour and sensitivity of our industry
surveillance activities over time.

CITRUS
FUND

Fighting
fruit ﬂy?
Bugs for Bugs
has you covered
with powerful tools
backed by
expert advice
Attract and kill
female flies with
Fruit Fly Lure
protein bait

Attract and kill
male flies with
MAT cups

Monitor with
Fruit Fly Trap
Pro

Scan this QR code to access our practical Fruit Fly Toolkit
For more information visit our website www.bugsforbugs.com.au
Or call David Loxley 0459 974 960

Keep citrus
pests pinned
down.
Stop the suckers wherever they’re hiding
in your citrus crop, with the two-way
systemic action of Movento :
• Protects the whole tree, including inner leaves
• The only registered Group 23 insecticide
• Low impact to most beneficial species,
when used as directed
With long-lasting protection, Movento can be
effectively used as part of your integrated pest
management program.
To learn more and download the citrus crop guide,
visit crop.bayer.com.au/movento or talk to your
local Bayer Crop Science representative.

CITRUS PESTS IN FNQ
Mites are the biggest pest for citrus growers on the Atherton Tablelands in Far North
Queensland (FNQ). Globally, mites are a difficult pest to manage and there is little information
available on how to manage them. To improve understanding of citrus mites in FNQ, staff from
the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries in Mareeba took a closer look at the pests during
the last mite season (September 2020 to April 2021). Here is what they found.
The oriental spider mite, Eutetranychus orientalis, was the most dominant mite species in five
out of eight months of the study. Rust mites were the dominant species from January to March.
Rust mites included mostly the citrus rust mite, Phyllocoptruta oleivora, and small numbers of
Brown citrus rust mite, Tegolophus australis. Broad mites, Polyphagotarsonemus latus, were
only present in February. (See Figure 1).

INNOVATION

Mitey problems in Far
North Queensland
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Figure 1: Oriental spider mite, rust and broad mites were found throughout the study period from September 2020 to
April 2021*.

Mite control was solely based on chemical sprays and no other control methods were specifically
used. Traditional miticides were the most commonly used products, including sulphur, abamectin,
etoxazole and fenbutatin oxide. There was also regular use of broad spectrum insecticides, such
as chlorpyrifos and methomyl. Overuse of broad spectrum insecticides is known to flare mites and
destroy natural enemies1. Activators, adjuvants, wetters and mineral oils were also used to increase
the effectiveness of spray products against mites. Mineral oils also have miticidal activity.

BETTER MITE MANAGEMENT
In addition to quantifying mite populations in FNQ, this study attempted to correlate farm
management practices to mite populations. A range of practices have been identified which may
improve crop resilience against mites.

#1 Establish habitat for beneficial insects
In the 20-21 FNQ study, lower mite pressure was found on farms with flowering intra-row
vegetation (underneath trees), especially broadleaf weeds. This vegetation provides food and
shelter for beneficial insects that prey on mites. In addition, it is widely reported that inter-row
vegetation (between rows) is also critical habitat for beneficial insects. Management of both
areas is difficult; some weeds will harbour pests and disease, and excessive weeds will compete
Continued page 42
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Continued from page 41

There are a range of intra- and inter-row management options currently used in FNQ. These include leaving rows un-mowed, leaving a strip of grass/weed
against the tree row or not spraying under the canopy or between trees at all.

for nutrients and water with the main
tree crop. Further research is required
to determine most practical intra-row
vegetation management to reduce mite
infestations.
Best practice tip: Use alternate mowing
techniques to provide shelter and food
for beneficial insects.

#2 Nitrogen management
Tender, succulent new growth is
attractive to mites and excess leaf
nitrogen is known to stimulate spider
mite populations1,2. In the 20-21 FNQ
study, leaf tissue ammonium nitrogen
was found to significantly impact mite
pressure. Ammonium is a breakdown
product from urea and can accumulate
as part of naturally occurring nitrogen
cycling. These are complex processes
which need further investigation in
FNQ citrus orchards.

of sprays used per season. Sprayers
should be calibrated often – at least
once per season. This will ensure that
each spray is achieving the best rate
of kill, which helps avoid the need for
multiple applications.
Best practice tip: Avoid sole reliance on
chemical control options. Decisions to
spray should be based on monitoring
results. Avoid calendar spraying. Rotate
between chemical groups. Calibrate
and check sprayer setup regularly.

#4 Minimise plant stress
Stressed trees are likely to be more
prone to mite infestation. Good
irrigation practices will maintain a
healthy orchard which is less prone
to stress. Wide throwing sprinkler
irrigation will assist in maintaining
flowering groundcover in the interrow especially during the dry season.

Mulching is key to promoting a healthy
soil biodiversity, buffering temperature
and water loss, and it provides habitat
for beneficial insects.
Best practice tip: Regularly monitor
soil moisture to keep levels within the
optimum range for your crop and soil
type. Where possible, avoid bare earth
under trees and between rows.

MITES ARE A CHALLENGING PEST
The results discussed here are
preliminary and research is ongoing.
Priority research areas include:
• Survey of mite species impacting
citrus and their natural predators
(predatory mites and others)
• How to best attract and protect
predatory mites and beneficial
insects in citrus orchards
• Extensive surveys to determine
seasonal mite pressure

Best practice tip: Take regular soil
and leaf samples to assist nitrogen
application rate decisions-Minimum
one test per year.

BETTER PEST MANAGEMENT
A citrus orchard is a complex
environment. Mites are only one
part of the system. However, every
management decision you make on
your farm can inherently impact your
mite pressure. Here are some more
factors to consider.

#3 Effective spraying
Chemicals should be used judiciously
in an effective integrated pest
management system. Over-spraying
with broad spectrum insecticides can
flare mites, especially spider mites such
as the Oriental Spider mite3. Growers
need to be cautious of the number
Water sensitive paper is a useful tool for checking the coverage of your sprayer.
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Grassed inter-rows provide habitat for beneficial insects and prevent excessive dust. A side throw slasher can be used to produce your own mulch.

This work has been funded by the Queensland Department of Agriculture and Fisheries. Special thanks to all farms and pest scouts who assisted with
this study.
For more information contact: Ebony Faichney, Development Horticulturist, Queensland Department of Agriculture and Fisheries, Mareeba
ebony.faichney@daf.qld.gov.au
1. Hoy, M., 2011. Agricultural Acarology. Florida: CRC Press
2. Advancing Eco Agriculture. 2020. Nutrition Management for Mite Infestations. [online]
Accessed 24 September 2021. Available from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i8dk4l97Q30
3. Department of Primary Industries. 1994. Managing insects & mites in horticultural crops, Australian Production Group, Brisbane
* Prevalence describes the percentage of field of views that have the pest of interest and is calculated by, FOV factor x scouting score,
where FOV factor = 100 / (number of sites x FOV per site). Average district prevalence is the mean of all 12 sites included in this study.
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Integrated Disease Management
of black core rot in citrus
Consumers are caught by surprise when they tuck into a healthy piece of fruit but discover a black rotten
mess inside. A new Hort Innovation funded-project aims to shed some light on how this happens in the
field so that we can learn how to better manage it.

Black core rot caused by the fungus
Alternaria spp. can be a problem for
some citrus growers in the southern
growing areas in Australia with winter
rainfall and cool winter temperatures,
contrasting with hot dry summers.
Fruit infected with Alternaria spp.
can develop black core rot inside the
fruit without showing any external
symptoms (Figure 1).
Spores of Alternaria are airborne and
they are believed to enter citrus fruit
through wounds or micro-cracks
at the stylar end during early fruit
development after petal fall. After
infection of young fruit, the fungus
establishes a dormant infection in the
stylar end of the fruit.
Especially in citrus varieties with poorly
formed navels, the fungus will start
growing and enter the fruit from this
initial infection point after the button
senesces.
The problem may not be detected until
after harvest when the fruit reaches the
consumer or the juicing plant.
Besides the internal black rot, the
fruit also develops a bitter flavour. In
addition to turning the inside of the

Figure 1: Fruit infected with Alternaria spp.
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decision to apply fungicides before
knowing that they will have the
problem.

Key points
§ Research to improve
management decisions
§ Identifying inoculum
source and favourable
environmental conditions
§ IPDM and spray program
development

fruit black the disease can also give rise
to early fruit drop resulting in yield loss
(Figure 2).

WHAT IS THE PROBLEM AND
IMPACT FROM A GROWER’S
PERSPECTIVE?
Application of fungicides is at present
not giving consistent control and one
way for growers to reduce the impact
of the disease is to delay harvesting
until most of the infected fruit have
dropped.
Project leader Professor Andre Drenth
explains: “Growers have to make a

“If the decision is made to take a proactive approach based on black core
rot problems experienced in previous
years in certain blocks, there is no solid
base on which decisions concerning
choice of product, timing and
frequency of application can be made.
“The return on investment will only
become evident after harvest and
even then, the effectiveness of applied
management strategies is hard to
determine.”

WHAT WOULD HELP GROWERS
BETTER CONTROL THIS DISEASE?
The risk of losses due to black core rot
would be reduced by knowing which
environmental conditions and crop
stage have the highest risk of infection
for certain varieties and information on
which products to apply and the timing
of application.

WHAT IS THIS PROJECT
INVESTIGATING?
This project will start with a survey and

Figure 2: Early fruit drop.
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interviews with growers and industry
stakeholders to get a better handle on
the occurrence and impact of black
core rot in citrus and capture the
effectiveness and limitations of current
practices that are used and favoured
among citrus growers for managing
citrus black core rot.
Field trials will be undertaken to better
understand the disease by identifying
the sources of inoculum, the timing
of infection and the differences
experienced among different citrus
varieties.
The Alternaria species causing the
problem will be further investigated
in collaboration with the Alternaria
Brown Spot project recently started
in Queensland. When, where and
how the pathogen causes disease
will be examined to determine the
epidemiology and disease cycle of the
pathogen.
“Based on an improved understanding
of the basic biology of the disease
the research team will test various
disease management options which are
compatible with the existing control
programs. The ultimate aim is to reduce
the impact of black core rot in citrus,”
Andre said.

“Based on these experiments we
hope to explore choices and timings
of chemical and other control options
for citrus black core rot that can be
integrated into an IPDM program and
that can be further considered by Hort
Innovation and the industry.”
Most of the field and laboratory
work will be conducted by a post
graduate student under supervision of
experienced pathologists to increase
the future research capability for the
Australian citrus industry.
The project will enhance understanding
of citrus black core rot and establish
the effectiveness and/or limitations of
current grower practices.
An increased understanding of
the disease cycle and underlying
epidemiological factors are critical to
develop and field test novel control
options for inclusion in the existing
IPDM program.
Training of a post-graduate student
through the project will expand citrus
pathology capability in Australia.

introduction of control methods
for black core rot, the project will
contribute to improved fruit quality and
reduced post-harvest losses.
Field trials will be conducted with
growers in their orchards to improve
networks and cross-industry
collaborations and drive widespread
adoption of on-farm use of R&D
outputs. Relevant research will enable
proactive strategic and evidence-based
decision-making for citrus growers.

WHO IS INVOLVED?
This project is a collaboration between
the University of Queensland (UQ) and
NSW DPI. Prof André Drenth from UQ,
who has over 30 years of experience in
various diseases on horticultural crops
will lead the project with the support of
Dr Nga Tran who has worked on citrus
black spot in Queensland.
From NSW DPI the research team
consists of the citrus pathologist,
Dr Nerida Donovan, and citrus
development officers Andrew Creek
and Steven Falivene.

HOW WILL GROWERS BENEFIT
FROM THIS PROJECT?

CITRUS
FUND

By determining the identity, source
of inoculum, infection pathway and

WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED
FORTUNA GLOBE
750 WG

FORTUNA GLOBE
750g/kg Mancozeb

• High loaded Dry-Flowable granule for
ease of mixing and minimal dust
• Control of Black spot, Citrus Rust Mite,
Brown Citrus Mite and Citrus Bud Mite
• Produced in Europe to EU standards
• 3 year expiry date
• Available in 20kg bags

HYDROCOP WG
HYDROCOP WG

500g/kg Copper Hydroxide

• Control of Black spot, Melanose,
Smokey Blotch and Scab (Lemons)
• Dry-Flowable granule for ease of
mixing and minimal dust
• Superior weathering and
sticking properties
• Available in 10kg bags

grochem.com | for all enquiries 1800 777 068
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Managing anthracnose
for successful degreening
Anthracnose is a rind blemish
that can develop in the orchard
but is more commonly seen after
harvest in the retail market.

Germination

The symptoms of anthracnose are
often not seen on the fruit at harvest,
but are often expressed as the typical
‘gas burn’ symptoms in mandarins after
degreening.

Early infection and
penetration

Ascospore

Anthracnose is generally not a major
issue in many drier growing areas but
can be a big problem in wet growing
years, particularly like the 2021/22
summer we just experienced.

CAUSE

Latent stage

Perithecium

Anthracnose is caused by
Colletotrichum species of fungi which
are commonly found in orchards.

Aservulus

Harvest

Fungal spores are produced on dead
twigs and foliage within the tree and
are spread by water (rain) (Figure 1).
Therefore, anthracnose can be a
problem when conditions are wet.
Spores appear as pink or salmon
coloured masses under humid
conditions, or under drier conditions
they appear brown to black.

Invasion of the host

Conidia

After harvest - tissues
collapse and form
sunken lesion

Mycelia and conidia
as inoculum in the
soil, plant debris and
rotten fruits

Ethelyne degreening
Soil and dead wood in orchard

The spores then infect the fruit during
the growing season where they
germinate, invade the rind and then
remain dormant. During this time there
are no symptoms of infection and the
fruit looks good to the naked eye.
However, rind blemish typically
develops when the rind is affected by
stress. The fungus can also grow and
show the classic ‘gas burn’ symptoms
after the fruit is harvested and stressed,
e.g. during degreening.

SYMPTOMS
Classic anthracnose symptoms are
shown in Figure 2. After ethylene
degreening, the peel develops silver
grey legions which are initially flat.
These quickly develop into either
sunken black lesions or a superficial
reddish-brown discolouration on
the fruit skin. Initially only the skin is
affected, but in the advanced stages
the fungus can penetrate deep into the
flesh, causing fruit to rot.
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Figure 1: Lifecycle and infection of anthracnose in citrus. (adapted from Zakaria. Agriculture 2021,
11(4), 297)

Anthracnose is sometimes referred to
as ‘gas burn’ because symptoms can
develop after degreening with ethylene,
especially early season green fruit
with no signs of colour break. Ethylene
triggers the growth of the dormant
fungus and increases susceptibility of
the rind to damage.

CONTROL
There is much that can be done to
prevent fruit infection in the field,
especially during wet seasons. It
is essential to minimise the risk of
anthracnose infection.

This can be done with annual pruning
and keeping the trees free of dead
wood to reduce spore production. It
is also important to use field sprays
of copper-based fungicides to inhibit
spore germination.
The application of a protectant copper
spray before autumn will reduce the
development of anthracnose in the
orchard, but more sprays are needed in
wet seasons.
Note that copper sprays are only
effective when the copper is actually
on the fruit skin. Copper can easily be

INNOVATION

Figure 2: Classic anthracnose symptoms observed in the retail market.

washed off with rain and coverage is
reduced as the fruit grows.
After harvest, ethylene degreening
encourages the expression of
anthracnose symptoms in the fruit.

TO REDUCE THE RISK OF ANTHRACNOSE:
✓

Prune to keep trees free of dead wood.

Therefore minimising the time in
degreening and reducing the severity
of the degreening treatments helps
to reduce anthracnose. For example,
the use of ethylene trickle system
or ethylene generators, ensuring
degreening ethylene levels do not
exceed 5 ppm and reducing the time in
degreening all help to reduce the risk of
anthracnose developing in the supply
chain.

✓

If degreening, ‘select pick’ fruit based on colour.

✓

Handle fruit carefully to avoid injury.

✓

Harvest fruit at optimum maturity – do not pick immature 		
fruit; do not let fruit become over-ripe.

✓

Wash fruit on soft revolving brushes to remove fungal spores,
or dip in a thiabendazole (TBZ) fungicide (e.g. Tecto®) before
degreening.

Anthracnose can also develop in fruit
that are harvested when over-mature
or held too long in storage.

✓

If disease pressure is high, use a combination of two different
fungicides with some activity against anthracnose, such as 		
Chairman® (fludioxonil and propiconazole) and TBZ, to
provide superior protection and reduce anthracnose
expression.

✓

Cool fruit immediately after packing.

✓

Carefully monitor temperature, humidity, ethylene 			
concentration and condition and colour of fruit when 		
degreening.

✗

Do not pick or pack wet fruit.

✗

Do not pick immature fruit that will require lengthy 			
degreening periods.

✗

Do not leave harvested fruit in the sun for long periods;
get fruit to the packing shed quickly.

✗

Do not store fruit for long periods.

John Golding is a research horticulturist and
Nerida Donovan is a plant pathologist with
NSW Department of Primary Industries.
This is a contribution from the Citrus Postharvest
Program (CT19003) funded by Horticulture Innovation
and NSW Department of Primary Industries.
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Accredited Citrus tree
production specialists
SUPPLYING QUALITY TREES TO
QUEENSLAND GROWERS SINCE 1988
Licenced to propagate new protected varieties with
Variety Access, Chislett Development & DAF Qld
For Your Citrus Nursery Tree Requirements Please Contact - Wayne Parr

Phone: 0741 294 147
Mobile: 0418 862 016
Email: wayne@ggrove.net.au
Bruce Highway Torbanlea Qld 4662

Inspections by appointment welcome

Nurseries

4.2L container-grown
Victorian Citrus Farms
Citrus & Avocado Nursery

Growing your future

Variety Access licensed grower
Nuleaf licensed grower
Utilising Auscitrus seed and budwood material
Potted citrus and avocado trees
Nursery visits welcomed by appointment
To arrange a visit or for more information:
Sean Arkinstall – M: 0419 391 558
Jason Bowes – M: 0408 729 043
393 Woomera Ave Red Cliffs Vic 3496
E: victoriancitrusfarms@gmail.com
www.victoriancitrusfarms.com.au

V&R PITTARI
CONTRACTING SERVICES
For all your mulching needs

✔ 300hp and 200hp orchard
✔ 2.25mm forestry mulcher
friendly tractors with
✔ A New Holland 250hp tractor
2.25mm and 2.00mm pick-up
with a Seppe Star soil
mulchers
mulcher to regenerate your
✔ Sweeper heads set up on
orchard
the front of our mulchers as ✔ Will travel anywhwere
one-pass machines
Contact Victor: 0439 648 660 or Anthony: 0419 449 653
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Auscitrus seed & budwood
New rootstock varieties
Variety Access & Nuleaf
licensed propagator
M7, Chislett, Rohde
Nursery & orchard visits
welcomed

p: 03 5038 8238 | 03 5038 8220
e: jonathan@chislettfarms.com.au
762 Kenley Rd, Kenley VIC 3597
chislettfarms.com.au

FOR SALE

ORANGE TREES
Valencia on Trifoliata
Bare rooted

CONTACT COLIN BATES
Email: colinbates125@gmail.com Phone: 0418 622 569

edp australia pty ltd

edp releases a new
and exciting range of
Specialist Automatic box
and RPC/ tray Palletising
machines onto the
Australian Market.
With a number of
installations already
installed and new
Palletising lines
pending, these
automated solutions
are overcoming labour
shortage problems
while greatly improving
the presentation of the
finished stacked pallets.
With labour shortages
prevalent in most citrus
regions, our specialist
palletising solutions
provide cost savings
and efficiency increase
gains which a real game
changer for Australian
Citrus Packing sheds.

edp.com.au
sales@edp.com.au
(03) 5820 5337

Clamps Palletiser

Pallet Palletiser

Fans for life
It’s the technology, engineering and grower-centric
support that makes an Australian Frost Fan
outstanding in its field.
•

FrostBoss® composite fan blades provide excellent coverage, fuel efficiency and low noise

•

FrostSmart® provides real time monitoring for peace of mind

•

Dedicated, passionate team - it’s all we do

Ian Mason
Call us now 1800 797 629 or +61 448 111 384
E info@aussiefrostfans.com.au
or visit aussiefrostfans.com.au
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